DOCTOR COIN

DOCTORCOIN - A
FUTURISTIC VISION FOR
DOCTOR CARE AND
CRYPTOCURRENCY!
DOCTORCOIN IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY CONNECTING
DOCTORS TO PATIENTS
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DOCTORCOIN: CRYPTOCURRENCY DOCTOR COIN IS
AVAILABLE - JOIN OUR COMMUNITY!

CRYPTO DOCTORCOIN
Your doctor can provide an important service for you and your family.
Medical and health care is of paramount importance for people of all ages
when necessary. Having local doctor services or local doctor treatment is
vitally important for people all across the globe.
Imagine a future with cryptocurrency Doctorcoin
We envision a time in the future where you can go into a doctor office and
use cryptocurrency Doctorcoin to pay for some or all of your doctor bill. At
least, providing people with that option we feel would be an amazing
achievement. Doctorcoin can play an important role in connecting doctors
and patients by allowing patients to pay for medical services using
Doctorcoin.

Doctorcoin has been built for all. Since almost all of us will need to see or
visit a doctor at some point in our lives. DoctorCoin is the ultimate doctor
service cryptocurrency. DoctorCoin is connected to numerous health care
platforms, blogs and other health care outlets to hopefully bring maximum
awareness to people all over. We hope that you join our community. Join us
in the exciting endeavor!

Cryptocurrency Doctorcoin, the right crypto at the right time!
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SIMPLE EQUATION CRYPTOCURRENCY DOCTORCOIN
Doctors provide perhaps the most important service for any human being.
As we know, many doctors provide medical services that can mean life or
death. The one thing that is troubling, is that the cost to visit local doctors
has gone up tremendously in many countries.

We believe this is where DOCTORCOIN can be an excellent innovation to
possibly bring down costs and increase access to doctors. Not all doctor

visits are life and death. There are many types of doctors. Doctors can
provide many types of cosmetic and enhancing treatments for people. This
and other areas are where DOCTORCOIN can play an important role in
connecting doctors and patients.

ALTERNATE CRYPTOCURRENCY
DOCTORCOIN PAYMENT
Your doctor or doctor office fees can be very high. Some people who have
elective surgeries or doctor treatments pay through a variety of methods.
We feel that a decentralized crypto Doctorcoin can be an alternative
payment option for doctors and patients. Of course, this is to be worked out
through them. We feel the open nature and not having a third party to
dictate terms can be beneficial. This crypto blockchain can potentially
benefit both patients and doctors.
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AMBITIOUS AND SIMPLE EQUATION - DOCTORCOIN FOR
DOCTOR SERVICES!
When visiting a local doctor, the costs can be high. There are many doctor
services that are not covered by any sort of insurance. DoctorCoin can be a
way of meeting this challenge, by having people pay part or all of their
costs with Cryptocurrency Doctorcoin. Our vision and goal is for people to
use Doctorcoin now and in the future when visiting their local doctor.
All for one and one for all! Many types of Doctors:
We believe cryptocurrency Doctorcoin can serve many needs. For one,
there are many types of doctor offices. From veterinary doctors, to
chiropractic doctors, acupuncture doctors and so forth. DoctorCoin can be
the leader in connecting doctors and people.
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OUR MISSION - ALL PEOPLE IN NEED OF A DOCTOR,
SHOULD HAVE ACCESS TO A LOCAL DOCTOR!
Our mission is to provide more access to doctor services for more people.
We believe that a Doctor Service Crypto Coin such as DoctorCoin can help
with potentially reducing medical and health care costs by reducing
transaction fees and providing an alternative in doctor service payments.

We want to work hard so that DoctorCoin is available for people all over the
world. Part of our mission is that we want DoctorCoin to provide some
charity and benefit for those that need to visit doctors.

Our DoctorCoin team hopes to give back and help people needing doctor
services. We will be looking for creative ways in giving back and paying it
forward. Doctor services should be available for all who need it. Crypto
Doctorcoin can perhaps be the engine that propels a solution for this need.
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OUR VISION - MORE DOCTOR ACCESS AND A
HEALTHIER SOCIETY!
DoctorCoin has been built with a true vision for the growth of health and
medical care in the future. As we know, Doctors are the key to a satisfactory
health care system.
Without the Doctor examining and studying the patient's medical history
and doing a thorough examination - the treatment can not be done. Of
course, the doctor needs a team of nurses, and staff to complete the
treatment.

With DoctorCoin, our vision is to create the ultimate health care / doctor
cryptocurrency - using decentralized digital finance. We want many people
using and enjoying DoctorCoin for their various health care needs and
more.
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SCOPE - MANY DOCTOR SPECIALTIES THAT HELP
PEOPLE GET THE CARE THEY NEED.
There are many specialties in various categories that have the title of being
a doctor. We hope that all doctors and doctor practices accept the
cryptocurrency Doctorcoin.
Here are some:
- Acupuncture
-

Chiropractor
Dentist
Medical Doctor / Physician
Veterinarian

We hope all of these will accept Doctorcoin at their doctor practice. The
healthcare industry consumes over 10% of the GDP of most developed
countries. With some countries, even much more.

Up to 8.3% of the US adults aged 18 and over failed to receive healthcare
services due to financial problems in 2019, according to a report by the
CDC.
For poor countries with a per capita GDP of less than $500 per year, donor
funding accounts for approximately 45 percent of the health expenditure.
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THE POTENTIAL OF THE
UNKNOWN
In the last 30 or 40 years, the innovative “unknown” in technology ended up being
where most of the profit and growth were. Just think of mobile phones with

Apple, social media Facebook and online search with Google. All of these had a
lot of unknown. But vast industries have grown around these technologies.

Almost all will agree that Web 1.0 and Web 2.0 created many of the biggest
opportunities in the last 30 years. There is a reason we use potentially or

possibly, as there are still a lot of unknowns. There will be more evolution of the
blockchain crypto technology in the coming years. There is also a regulatory

overhang. Currently most legal minds like us do not consider most decentralized
cryptocurrency companies as a security, rather a utility token. A security by
nature needs a company, bylaws, etc.

We believe in the decentralized model and have structured ourselves that way. If
the cryptocurrency can perform services, then we believe a community will grow
around it. We ask that you use your best judgement and follow local jurisdiction
laws (as confusing as they may be).

Cryptocurrency and the blockchain as we will discuss, are part of Web 3.0

answer believe like the consensus, that this is the future. Web 1.0 and Web 2.0
changed everything as far as business and finance goes. Web 3.0 is the next
iteration and provides our crypto Doctorcoin huge potential upside.
Embracing Decentralization:
We feel we have positioned ourselves as good as any to succeed with any
iterations. A crypto Doctorcoin will be needed. We believe our group of

independent platforms will help propel Doctorcoin. Our various platforms are not
the same entity, but share the same end goal. We have made this as

decentralized as possible. Our feeling is like most cryptocurrencies such as

Bitcoin and Ethereum - you should let the community allow the crypto to grow.
There should be no central body dictating everything. There does need to be a
foundation and concerned group of founders who will push the vision and the

technology with all that they have - and we have that. We feel a strong bond to
any who will join us. Our goal is to make this as successful as possibly, with the
understanding that there will be ups and downs - as with any newer
technological innovation.
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DOCTORCOIN FOR ALL ACROSS
THE GLOBE!
To be or not to be? DoctorCoin goals and reason for being. We believe
that doctor and health care costs are too high and we may offer a

possible solution by offering a specific DoctorCoin cryptocurrency for

doctors and patients. With Doctorcoin, we believe it can possibly be the
catalyst to lower costs due to many reasons.

We would like to provide options for doctors and patients to have a

cryptocurrency blockchain mechanism via Doctorcoin for payment for

services. This is an option that the parties can use. Doctorcoin can use

legacy medical, health, and doctor sites that our founders have built over
the last decade-plus. Additionally, we plan on working with other

cryptocurrencies, crypto exchanges, and crypto experts to potentially
multiply the effectiveness of our Doctorcoin.

We believe we should keep it simple - Doctorcoin says it all. Doctorcoin

has immense potential over the long term in potentially being a catalyst
in many ways for innovation in the doctor care space. Our concept and

vision are fairly simple, but the structure that we have built is powerful &
well thought out. We hope and believe people will share our vision and

goals, and will want to join our community. Hence we say - to be is better!
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BE FLUID MY FRIEND - GROWING AND
ADAPTING AS NEEDED:
Our team has built a decentralized cryptocurrency mechanism that is

backed by many years of building powerful online search platforms and
more. We believe any innovative technology should adapt, bring new

features, and grow as needed. All who join us should understand that the

world of cryptocurrency and blockchain is rapidly evolving. We will be doing
so as needed.

THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT!
Having a group of cryptocurrencies, online search platforms, blogs, AI chat

technology, virtual doctor technology, a large network of professionals built
over the last 14 plus years, and various tech groups to work together

provides a unique ability to grow. We are in it to win it! Of course, there are
still a lot of challenges and risks - but if there is any group that can
succeed, we believe it is us.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
TELEMEDICINE
A Futuristic Approach to Healthcare with Crypto Doctorcoin:
Health consultations are being provided to patients online during the

pandemic, and more and more online and digitized means of
communication spring up to connect doctors to patients with every passing
day. Virtual telemedicine consulting with doctors has grown immensely
during COVID. Many of these can cost money, for those that do not have
medical insurance.

This is where Doctorcoin can add some benefits. We feel Doctorcoin can
potentially be used as a part of the payment for telemed services. We have
built and networked with a dental telemedicine platform called
Teledental.com - a premier and innovative dental telemedicine platform
that has built its own virtual technology. We are looking to expand, grow
and innovate more in this space.
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THE REVOLUTIONARY BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY FOR DOCTORS AND MEDICINE
As blockchain transforms the field of finance completely, it has also

created links with several other industries. Healthcare and medicine are one
of those industries in which added convenience, efficiency, and
transparency would be highly prized benefits brought by telemedicine
powered by blockchain and cryptocurrency. Many consider the
decentralized crypto blockchain as the Web 3.0 for us now and going into
the future.
WHAT IS WEB 3.0?
Web 3.0 by most is described as the next iteration of the internet with a big
focus on decentralization. Using more level transparency (through public

ledgers for example) and not using centralized organizations. Most believe
this will require smart contracts and a level of automation that would hence
require cryptocurrencies. The idea is for more people to have access to the
data and provide some sort of a level playing field. We believe with doctor
and health care services this can potentially be vital. As one of the
vanguards, we feel cryptocurrency Doctorcoin can perhaps lead the way.
DoctorCoin aims to make medical care available to everyone with the
added benefits of blockchain both on the doctors’ and the patients’ side.
Cryptocurrency and Decentralized Finance are the trends of tomorrow –
making financial transactions much more efficient. The introduction of this
advanced technology can reduce the management burden on many kinds
of medical organizations. It can make financial management easier for
patients and help them pay their bills at their convenience and through
their crypto funds. The transactions will be using a cryptocurrency
decentralized blockchain mechanism, which has been shown to be
transparent and secure.
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CRYPTOCURRENCY DOCTORCOIN
BENEFITS:
Our Cryptocurrency DoctorCoin Tokens are ready for use. They are
available both in the Ethereum Etherscan network and the Binance BSCscan network. We have purposefully built in a relatively smaller number of

DoctorCoins so that the value appreciation can happen. Rather than having
an endless supply, we have limited the supplies.
We feel that the limited numbers of DoctorCoin will help more people want

to acquire and hold it for longer periods. One of the goals of Doctorcoin is
to provide a charity mechanism and some way of giving back to those
needing doctor care. Our goal is that the holder does receive some
rewards.
Bring cryptocurrency blockchain technology for doctor care.
Doctor services and visiting local doctors can be expensive with many

layers.
Decentralized cryptocurrency uses no intermediary.
Possible cost reduction for people visiting local doctor offices.
Transactions keep a public ledger.
Once you do the transaction, you can not corrupt the blockchain as far
as we know.
Using a cryptocurrency for payment for doctor services can be an
attractive benefit for both patients and doctors.
Potential more transparency into medical and doctor care costs.
Many more benefits which we hope to see on our journey. We want to
bring more innovation into the cryptocurrency blockchain space.
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POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES FOR DOCTOR
CARE - CRYPTOCURRENCY DOCTORCOIN, THE RIGHT
CRYPTO AT THE RIGHT TIME!
A small seed can become a blooming fruit tree that can feed many people.
Potential is the capacity to develop into something. Many new technologies
were visions and goals with lots of potential that became a reality. Benefits
can translate into an advantage or a profit gained from something.

There are big challenges, but we feel we have the right concept and
network to get this done. Health care, medical care and doctor care

services definitely do need some cryptocurrency blockchain mechanism to
move it forward. We believe Doctorcoin will be one of the leaders of this
space.
We believe our journey has much potential for success and can help bring
more benefits to the doctor care service space that is needed.
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DOCTORCOIN TOKENOMICS
Users will have full control over their smart wallets through which they can
complete transactions using DoctorCoin without any intermediary– it is
completely decentralized as a cryptocurrency.
Listed below are the DoctorCoin cryptocurrency Tokenomics:
Etherscan Link =
https://etherscan.io/address/0x864F0520836E50143763FF03f4D9aBf9b
60d09Fd#contracts
Binance Link =
https://bscscan.com/address/0x9eff574e5fa37afba8b71447a0fb14eb6
09 b1612#code
Name = DoctorCoin
Symbol = DOCT
Supply = 4,210,000,000 ( 4.21 Billion ) on each platform.
We are looking for top crypto exchanges to be listed on. We will have
various mechanisms to help both holders of DoctorCoin and charities. We
want people holding Doctorcoin to benefit and also, part of our mission is
to give back and help people get the doctor care they need.
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DOCTORCOIN USES LONG TERM
STRATEGY WITH BIG SHORT TERM GOALS:
Crypto Doctorcoin Timeline
2017-2021

Analysis of decentralized cryptocurrency doctor health care coin services.

Concept analysis to work with all of our health care platforms. We decided not to do an
ICO in 2017.

3rd Quarter 2020

Analysis of decentralized crypto utility tokens for services and team buildup for
buildout.

First Quarter 2021

Final R&D and start to work on implementation of a cryptocurrency strategy.

3rd Quarter 2021

July 2021, was when cryptocurrency DoctorCoin (DOCT) was created. Ready for use.
Limited brand awareness campaign.

Networking with health care groups and professionals.
4th Quarter 2021

Increasing awareness and marketing of Doctorcoin. - Using our own network of
doctors, health care workers and cryptocurrency experts getting feedback.
Completion of white paper (progress and edits, as needed).

First Quarter 2022

Increased awareness of Doctorcoin through more social media and marketing. Full
announcements.

Get listed and available through crypto exchanges. - Increasing number of people
using and doctor offices accepting Doctorcoin.

Announce our formal team, and perhaps a Doctorcoin foundation to help promote it.
Work with other cryptocurrencies and crypto companies.
Second Quarter 2022

Blockchain crypto innovation.

Partnerships with health care organizations.

Increased acceptance of Doctorcoin crypto at more doctor offices.
Build more brand awareness.

Work with more health care and doctor platforms.
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DOCTORCOIN - CRYPTOCURRENCY
BENEFITS:
As with everything related to technology, cryptocurrency like DoctorCoin

brings with it its own risks and benefits that can influence its users.
However, the risks associated with blockchain have been far outweighed by
its benefits.
It is much more transparent due to complete encryption and
decentralization. With this, a larger number of companies worldwide have
adopted cryptocurrency, and thus DoctorCoin might be the revolutionary
medical cryptocurrency that starts the gradual change from ambiguous

and unreliable to transparent and decentralized for the healthcare industry.
Efficiency is one of the reasons why cryptocurrency has received such
widespread acceptance and become so popular as an alternative to
contemporary finance. Where bank transactions can take hours to
days,DoctorCoin can solve the problem in potentially seconds.

New capitals and liquidity pools will become accessible for healthcare
organizations looking for a way to invest in more income streams and gain
added profits by putting modern technology to good use.
With end-to-end encryption and anonymity where required, these
transactions are completely secure for companies that want to maintain a
transparent credit profile and keep budgeting easy and simple.
It reduces the management burden and allows organizations to grow by
investing their resources in new ventures – enabling scaling and increased
growth without compromising quality.
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TEAM
"Individually, we are one drop. Together, we are an ocean." Ryunosuke
Satoro

Our goal is to have people be part of our Doctorcoin team who share a
passion for innovation, want to make cryptocurrency Doctorcoin available
everywhere, believe in the decentralized crypto Web 3.0 that empowers
people, giving back and making doctor services more readily available for
people.

Doctorcoin team consists of healthcare professionals, doctors, online
marketing, technology and crypto experts.
The team is led by founder Dr Ed Said, DMD - A USA based doctor, search
engine, and online technology pioneer. Over the last 14 years, he has been
CEO of online technology companies. He has over 15,000 LinkedIn
connections with many of the leading experts across many industries.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-s-said/
We have many contributors and people wanting to join us, and share our
vision. We will be adding more people to our team in the upcoming weeks
and months.
We will be adding more people to our team in the upcoming weeks and
months. We will most likely build a Doctorcoin foundation to promote and
build awareness of crypto Doctorcoin. We will do a formal team
announcement after this.
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COMPANY AND COMMUNITY
We are a USA-based company. Currently using our Teledental inc., in
Delaware.
We are a decentralized platform, hence our goal will be to create a
Doctorcoin foundation after crypto listings and success.
We will do a formal team announcement after this. We look forward to
building a truly global community to help us tackle this global challenge we
face with health care and doctor services.

We are inspired by the no name and decentralized Bitcoin model. The idea
and vision of true decentralized cryptocurrency is more important than the
personality. Like Bitcoin, we hope to build an avid community who will push
Doctorcoin to greater goals and reach.
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GIVING BACK
The best part of building wealth and success is .... giving it away!
Our team is passionate, hard working and innovative. We believe in our
vision. Part of the TEAM goal is to give back. We will do some
announcements after participating on more crypto exchanges. We hope to
give back to health community centers, doctors who we feel are innovating
in health care, various groups supporting the crypto vision,
various water related solutions, and help businesses suffering from the
global pandemics somehow. We will also listen to suggestions from our
Doctorcoin community. Potentially, we may do a one for five - where about
20% of all the crypto will be given away by our team or we will find some
other mechanism to give back.
We feel this will help potentially build awareness, bring more value to crypto
Doctorcoin, and help people, businesses & groups that can make our world
a better place.
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NETWORK EFFECT:
Sometimes it is who you know, more than what you know is an old adage.
We believe it is important who you know and what you know.
The network effect as far as economics and business is concerned, is when
more people become aware and use a product - the more valuable the
product becomes.

As we have discussed, Doctorcoin has a strong group of online doctor

platforms, cryptocurrencies, blogs, technology pros, cryptocurrency experts,
health care professionals, and various health care businesses to help
propel Doctorcoin - with the help of our Doctorcoin community who shares
our vision for a healthier tomorrow where more people can get health care
access to doctors. A lot of this will be discussed on Doctorcoin.com in more
detail in the upcoming days, weeks and months. Can visit Doctorcoin.com
to get more in depth updates and Doctorcoin information.
Doctorcoin is its own decentralized cryptocurrency entity and does have the
benefit of having these strong health care platforms to build awareness.
That is, these are different entities but can still network with a common goal
of success.
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CONCLUSION
To summarize, we envision Doctorcoin cryptocurrency being used for doctor
services in the medical and health fields. As a decentralized blockchain
cryptocurrency platform, the benefits of crypto Doctorcoin to become a

valuable payment option for people seeking doctor services is an exciting
and huge opportunity.
Our vision is that DoctorCoin cryptocurrency can perhaps be the golden key

alternative for doctor businesses across the globe to provide their services
to get paid with. We believe many people that are supporters of the
cryptocurrency space, will want to support our crypto Doctorcoin vision.
It is evident that the healthcare industry is very costly, fragmented, has
large voids and needs newer cryptocurrency blockchain innovation in the
coming years. We believe that cryptocurrency DoctorCoin can become the
answer to this large void problem and become a valuable part of the Web
3.0 innovation needed for doctor service needs.
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DISCLAIMER
There are always risks on the blockchain or to the networks we use. DoctorCoin assumes no
responsibility for anything that may go wrong with the network or blockchain, though we do feel this
is a remote possibility. Furthermore, there will be possible changes and evolution of DoctorCoin as
needed, with or without notice. By using Doctorcoin, users' agree to take sole responsibility for any
resulting loss or gain. The loss of a Smart Wallet with the DoctorCoin currency in it. The loss of the
funds due to any kind of external interference by the local government or legislature applied on the
user’s transactions Inconvenience due to the fact that any associated organization refuses to
recognize or accept DoctorCoin as a currency Any change in the value of the funds during
conversion into a fiat currency or any other currency subject to an external influence by the global
finance market. We reserve the right to update this DoctorCoin Whitepaper as needed, with or
without notice.

THIS IS FOR ALL PEOPLE USING CRYPTOCURRENCY TOKEN CALLED DOCTORCOIN OR WANTING TO ACQUIRE
DOCTORCOINS. IN THIS AGREEMENT, FOUNDERS, WE, TOKEN, TOKENS, COIN OR COMPANY, REPRESENTS
DOCTORCOIN. PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "DISCLAIMER" SECTION CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN
CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL,
FINANCIAL, TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY ACTIVITY IN
CONNECTION HEREWITH WITH US. THE COMPANY TOKENS ARE REFERRED TO AS COMPANY TOKENS OR
COMPANY TOKEN OR COMPANY TOKENS IN THIS DISCLAIMER. THAT IS, THE “COIN” ARE ACTUALLY A

CRYPTOCURRENCY “TOKEN” THAT IS USING A BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK. BY BUYING, ACQUIRING, SELLING,
TRADING OR USING OUR CRYPTOCURRENCY COMPANY TOKENS, YOU AGREE TO HOLD ANY FOUNDERS,
PEOPLE ENGAGED IN PROMOTION OR USERS OF OUR CRYPTOCURRENCY HARMLESS. NEITHER ANY FUTURE
SERVICE FOUNDATION (THE COMPANY), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE DOCTORCOIN) WHO
HAVE WORKED ON THE CRYPTOCURRENCY PROTOCOL (AS DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE

COMPANY PROTOCOL IN ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF COMPANY TOKENS,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ETHEREUM PUSH NOTIFICATION SERVICE LIMITED (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR
ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS
WHATSOEVER WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE
AT HTTPS://DOCTORCOIN.COM (THE WEBSITE) OR ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY
THE COMPANY.
The whitepaper in question is for informative purposes only. We make no warranties or portrayals
concerning the fruitful execution of the advancements and innovations as referenced in the paper.

Moreover, the execution of the proposition in this report is dependent upon the laws and guidelines of
the ward in which such a plan of action will be dynamic.
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PROJECT PURPOSE
All contributions will be applied towards the advancing, promoting the
research, design and development of, and advocacy for the missing piece
of web 3.0 infrastructure with the introduction of the decentralized
notification protocol.

The Company, the Distributor and their respective affiliates would develop,
manage and operate the COMPANY protocol. The Company is acting solely
as an arms’ length third party in relation to the COMPANY token sale, and
not in the capacity as a financial adviser or fiduciary of any person with
regard to the sale of any COMPANY tokens. Any individual buying or selling
or trading DOCTORCOIN is not liable for any price action of DoctorCoin. As
with any cryptocurrency that is being traded, prices may go up or down
frequently.
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NATURE OF THE WHITEPAPER
The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational
purposes only and do not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an
offer of securities, a solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any
product, item or asset (whether digital or otherwise). The information
herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any element of a
contractual relationship.

There is no assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of such
information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or purported
to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been
obtained from third party sources, the Company, the Distributor, their
respective affiliates and/or the COMPANY team have not independently
verified the accuracy or completion of such information. Further, you
acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or
the Website may become outdated as a result; and neither the Company
nor the Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this
document in connection therewith. Furthermore, you understand and agree
that We may need to change or update the whitepaper as needed. As
blockchain technology changes, we may need to evolve or change. You
furthermore understand and agree to this.
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TOKEN DOCUMENTATION
Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the

Company, the Distributor or the COMPANY team to sell any COMPANY tokens
(as defined herein) nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its
presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any
contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the Whitepaper or the
Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or
undertaking as to the future performance of the COMPANY protocol. The
agreement between the Distributor (or any third party) and you, in relation
to any sale, purchase, or other distribution or transfer of COMPANY tokens, is
to be governed only by the separate terms and conditions of such
agreement.

The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community
discussion only and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into
any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the acquisition of
COMPANY tokens, and no virtual currency or other form of payment is to be
accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the Website. The agreement for
sale and purchase of COMPANY tokens and/or continued holding of
COMPANY token shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and
Conditions or Token Purchase Agreement (as the case may be) setting out
the terms of such purchase and/or continued holding of COMPANY token
(the Terms and Conditions), which shall be separately provided to you or
made available on the Website. The Terms and Conditions Documentation
must be read together with the Whitepaper. In the event of any
inconsistencies between the Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or
the Website, the Terms and Conditions shall prevail.
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CONSIDERED REPRESENTATIONS AND
WARRANTIES
By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you shall
be deemed to represent and warrant to the Company, the Distributor, their
respective affiliates, and the COMPANY team as follows:

In any decision to purchase any COMPANY token you have shall not solely
rely on any statement set out in the Whitepaper or the Website;
You will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws,
regulatory requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case
may be);
You acknowledge, understand and agree that the COMPANY token may
have no value, there is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity

for COMPANY token , and COMPANY tokens is not an investment product
including for any speculative investment;
None of the Company, the Distributor, their respective affiliates, and/or the
COMPANY team members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of
COMPANY token, the transferability and/or liquidity of COMPANY token
and/or the availability of any market for COMPANY through third parties or
otherwise;
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THANK
YOU!

DOCTORCOIN.COM

doctorcoin.com
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